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CONFIDENTIAL 

I. INTRODUCTION 

I. \1y name is Jim MacDougall. I live at  in Toronto. Ontario. 

Canada. I was born on  I am the President of Compass Renewable 

Energ) Consulting Inc .. a consulting firm in renewable energy that I founded in June 

2011. Prior to that, I worked at the Ontario Pmver Authority ("OPA'') as a Manager-

Feed-in Tariff Program. 

2. I received my Electrical Engineering degree from Queen's University in 1985. 

After graduation, I began my career at Northern Telecom of Canada, as an Electronics 

Test Engineer. I eventually joined the Ontario Ministry of Environment and Energy as an 

Energy Pol icy Analyst in 1991. I continued to \vork in various positions with the 

provincial government until 1999 \vhen I joined Toronto Hydro Energy Services, as 

Manager - Marketing Programs. In 2003. I moved to the Ontario Energy Board as the 

Manager of Market Compliance. Finally, in 2006. I moved to the OPA as the Manager, 

Distributed Generation. I held that position until July of 2009. when I was promoted to 

my last position \Vith the OPA. 

3. On May 14. 200l), the Green A'nergy and (ireen f:conomy Act, JOOY (the 

··GEGEA '') received Royal Assent and became law. 1 The GEGEA contemplated the 

creation of a Feed-in Tariff Program ("FIT Program")? The OPA began work on 

developing that program in early 2009. including holding numerous public stakeholder 

1 R-057. Green Ena>{r und Green Economy Act. S.O. 2009, c. 12. 

2 R-161. Ontario Power Authority website excerpt, "FIT Program". Available at: 
http::,tit.pq~~ral!lb9sitnllJSaifll~p_rQgr~f!l. Specifically. the GEGEA contained a provision to amend 
section 25.:15 of the Electricity Act, 1998 to authorize the "vlinister of Energy to direct the OPA to de\ clop 
the FIT Program. 
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sessions:
1 

On September 24. 2009. the Minister of Energy issued a Direction to the OP ;\ 

to develop and implement the FIT Program 4
• \Vhich the OPA did, thereby launching the 

FIT Program on October I ofthat same year. 

4. I \\as involved in the design and implementation of the t II Program, and in 

particular in the devdopment of the FIT Rules and the FIT Contract documents, the 

conduct and content of the stakeholder sessions and providing customer service to 

applicants interested in the FIT Program. 

5. Atter I lett the OPA and tanned Compass Renewable Energy Consulting Inc .. I 

\\as contacted by a number of industry participants that had questions about the OPA FIT 

Contract award process as it related to the capacity recently made available as a result of 

the ne\v Bruce to Milton transmission project. There were concerns expressed about the 

process and whether it was tair and transparent. I con lirmed that the process had been 

completed in a fair manner, and that there \\ere no advantages or more favourable 

treatment granted to any particular company in the process. 

6. In early November 2013. 1 was approached by Mesa asking that I act as an expctt 

witness on the Ontario electricity system in this arbitration. I vvas not asked to be a fact 

witness. As I was personally involved in some of the issues in this arbitration. I felt 

uncomfortable with the Claimant's request and declined. 

'R-166, Ontario Power Authority website excerpt. "Stakeholder submissions". :'Hailable at: 
http: i. fi L powerauthori tY .on.ca pu bl i c-consu I tati o11'p_a~ -g\eiHs qa-toolsla~eholde.r~~~\J. bm iss ions. stake h oldcr
~ubmissio~ ("Ontario Power Authority. Stakeholder Submissions"). 

4 R-001. Letter (Direction) trom the Honourable George Smitherman, 1\linister of Energy and Infrastructure 
to Colin Andersen. CEO, Ontario Power Authority (Sep. 24, 2009). Available at: 

llt1Jl2\\'~~\UlQ_\\'_er:<I_utllorii)J:ll1-~~;'si!~:i1cl~.f~l11t;til\:~'12ai!Cil ~;;_Q_j:IJ_Qir~ti\e Sept 2-f_Q2J:>4f 
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II. DEVELOPMENT OF THE FIT RULES 

7. My involvement in FIT Program design started in January 2009, when. as 

Manager for the Renewahlc Energy Standard OtTer Program (""RESOP .. ).~ I \\as asked to 

participate in the development of the FIT Program and associated FIT Rules and other 

program documents. 

8. The OPA began developing the Fll Rules 111 early ~00(), following the 

introduction of the GEGEA into the Ontario legislature. We had four teams working on 

the process. My team was tasked with developing the FIT Rules and other program 

documents and ensuring implementation of the FIT Program. Rob Chow· s transmission 

integration team was charged with managing all of the technical aspects related to 

transmission grid capability and pO\ver system planning. The operations team dealt with 

business processes and IT tools required f()r FIT applications in-take and their review. 

Finally. a communications team was set up to assist all other teams \\ith web design. 

public intorrnation. and other program related issues. We also \\orked with energy 

consulting firms. such as Power Advisory LLC to develop the FIT price schedule, and 

with the law tirm Osler. Hoskin & Harcourt LLP to draft the FIT Rules. Contracts and 

other program documents. 

A. Consultations During the Dewlopment of the FlT Rules 

9. During this period in early 2009. the OPA had bi-weekly meetings with the 

' R-044, Ontario Power Authority Presentation. ''Renewable and Clean Energy Supply Procurement 
L'pdate" (\1ay I J, 2008). Available at: 
http:_.W\\W.pO\\frauthority.QJ1S~~it~~g~:fault:UJ.:.?:l!.:w.~()4§.L_QBJ=;_-_)lrcscntaticHl.pdf. RESOP was the 
first program of its kind in North America, for renewable energy projects under I 0 f\ 1 W in size, which 
provided de\ elopers who had been granted access to the grid by Hydro One or their local distribution 
company with a guaranteed price for electricity for twenty years. 
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Minister of Energy to provide status updates on the development of the Rules. During 

these meetings. we \\ould update the Minister on our progress in developing the FIT 

Program. The Minister at the time. George Smitherman. had no desire to micro-manage 

the implementation of the policy. lie simply \\anted to ensure that the policy vision. for 

which the Ministry of Energy \Vas responsible. was being correctly understood. As such. 

\Ve did not receive any specific comments on the draft rules or other documents. Rather. 

the Minister might give some general policy related directions. and then ~end us back to 

the drafting table to develop the guidelines. specific mechanics and rules of the FIT 

Program. 

I 0. In addition to meetings \Vith the Minister. \\e also had regular meetings \Vith 

otlicials from the Ministry of Energy in order to coordinate eiTorts on certain aspects. For 

example. while some aspects of the FIT Program \\ere strictly managed by the OPA. such 

as the specific criteria and evidentiary requirements to be used in the ranking of the 

applications or the criteria to be used in the award of contracts. other areas required more 

collaboration bet\veen the Ministry of Energy and the OPA, such as the development of 

the domestic content requirements. 

II. Finally. we also consulted with the public and stakeholders with respect to the 

development of the FIT Program. From March to July 2009, the OPA held a series of 

public consultations by \\ebcast and telcconlerence.6 I was in charge of coordinating and 

leading the process. The objective of the public consultation process was to obtain 

feedback from stakeholders on the design of the FIT Program. Representatives from all 

"R-169, Ontario Power Authority FIT Program wt:bsite, "Past hents-2009". Available at: 
http:, fit.powerauthoritr,on,mQublic-co_r,1,2Uitation'past-nents'past-eventy],Q09 
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sectors of the energy industry (wind. hydro. rene\\able biomass, bio-gas. landfill gas and 

solar photovoltaic development), energy associations (including solar and \\ind energy 

associations). non-governmental organizations and aboriginal and consumer groups 

participated. 

12. The first consultation was held on March 17. 2009.7 A draft of the FIT Rules was 

put to the stakeholders for their comments. At that time. the launch of the FIT Program 

\vas t:nvisaged fc1r early June. The initial plan was to hold 8 consultations, trom March 

17. 2009 to May 5. 2009. every Tuesday trom 9am to 4pm. Each session would address a 

specific topic. and would thercf(xe allow the stakeholders to comment in turn on: (I) the 

process and objectives of the FIT Program and the project eligibility requirements. (2) the 

application requirements (two sessions); (3) the price schedule; (4) the FIT Contract 

Form. Execution and Milestones program initialization; (5) resource integration, metering 

requirements and settlement. treatment of incremental projects; (6) the program review 

and amendments on program initialization: and ( 7) any tina! issues. discussions and 

questions. 

13. After the eight sessions originally planned, a nineth session was held in July 2009 

on the proposed revision to the draft FIT Rules.s The draft FIT Rules had been modified 

to retlcct the feedback received from stakeholders. The consultation process led the OPA 

to further in-depth consideration of the FIT Program. This translated into: (I) greater 

7 
R-053. Ontario Power Authority Presentation, '·Proposed Feed-in Tariff Program Stakeholder 

Engagement- Session I", (May 17, 2009). Available at: 
http:/ fit.pO\\ ..:rauthority.on.ca/Storage/ I 0 I 17 Scssiq!!__l _ _!~n:~Iljl!tioiL:~111D,:b_U.J2Qf. 

8 R-064, Ontario Power Authority Presentation, ''Proposed F~ed-in faritTProgram --Revisions to Draft FIT 
Rules··. (Jul. 21. 2009). Available at: 
http:/;fit.powerauthoritv.on.ca,Storagc/1 03:1:1 FIT July 21 Presentatien.pdf. 
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detail on new concepts being developed. such as the Transmission Availability Te~t 

(''TAT"). Distribution Availability Test ("DAT"). and the Economic Connection Test 

( "ECT"). ( 2) more c larit) on the regulator) changes proposed for the development of 

renewable energy supply. through a proposal for amendments to the Ontario Energy 

Board's Distribution S)stem Code. the production of a draft vvorking paper regarding the 

Ministry of the Environment's Rt::nevvable Energy Approval. and a consultation on 

domestic content. and ( 3) the restructuring of the Fl I Rules to transfer ce11ain aspects 

from the FIT Rules to the FIT Contract. 

14. To facilitate the consultation process. vve had a section of the website set-up 

where stakeholders could submit comments.~ Overall. more than 230 stakeholders posted 

their comments on this \Vebsite from March 16. 200') to July 200'J. This tool also alkmcd 

my team at the OPA to publicly ansvvcr the questions posted during the consultation 

procc~s. 

B. The Launch Period Ranking Criteria 

15. I understand that the limitations of a transmission system have been described in 

other witness statements. and I will not repeat those facts here. Such technical limitations 

meant that the OPA had to come up vvith a vvay of deciding how to avvard the limited 

number of contracts we could in a way that met the policy goals of the government. As 

\\e understood it. the Ministry of Energy's main goal in this regard was to allow "shovel-

ready" projects to "tloat to the top". "Quick wins" tor the program. meaning immediate 

investments in development. were seen as crucial for the government's strategy of 

'' R-166. Ontario Po\\t'r Authority. Stakeholder Submis~ions, 
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creating jobs in the rene\\ able energy sector as a means of economic stimulus during the 

economic downturn. 

16.  

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

17.   

 

 

 

 

H' R-060, Pr~s~ntation, •·f~ed-in Tariff Program D~>ign Update''. Ontario Pov.er Authority (May 22, 2009). 
pp. 7-12 ("Ontario Power Authority. fiT Program Design lJpdate .. ). 

II fhiJ. p. 8.· 

12 /hid. p. 9. 

1
' fhiJ, p. 11. 
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19. In selecting the criteria. we once again drew from our past experience running 

procurement programs. The concept of considering project maturity and progress 

tm-.ards development milestones is a standard and ofien used concept in procurement. 

Moreover. the concept of '"shovel-readiness·· had been previously employed by the OPA. 

It helps to identify projects that are further along in the development cycle and usually 

demonstrate the seriousness of the developer behind the project. For example. we had 

used similar strategies and criteria for the RES Ill Program. The tour criteria we selected 

for the FIT program launch were: (I) the project was exempt from the Renewable 

Energy Approvals process because of maturity through the Environmental Assessment 

process; (2) the applicant owned or had a contract tor major equipment components; (3) 

the applicant had prior team member experience in successfully developing a similar 

facility: and (4) the applicant had the proven financial capacity to develop the project. 

14 Ibid 
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These are included and described in Section 13.4 of the FIT Rules, version 1.1. 15 

20.  

 

  

  

 

 

  

 

 

t. Renewable Energy Approval Exempt 

21. The first "shovel-readiness" criterion \Ve selected \vas whether the project was 

exempt from the Renewable Energy Approval (''REA") process. 17 The GEGEA contained 

provisions requiring that a streamlined or one-window process for assessing the 

environmental effects of renewable energy projects be established under the 

Environmental Protection Act ("EPA'} As a result, in the summer of 2009. the Ministry 

of the Environment began work on the REA Regulation made under the EPA. 1x We 

1
' C-0258, Ontario Power Authority, FIT Program Rules, v. I. I (Sep.JO, 2009), s. 13.4 ('"Ontario Power 

Authority. FIT Program Rules, v. 1.1''). 

11
' R-060. Ontario Power Authority, FIT Program Design Update, p. 8. 

17 R-1 0 I, l\1inistry of Energy Presentation, "Guide- Provincial Approvals for Renewable Energy Projects", 
Ministry of Energy (20 11 ), slides 10-15. Available at: 
http:; iwww .ene. gov .on.ca!stdprodconsume 'groups• lri_(!l~e/'ii:resQ!lJc~~QQci,JI11t!.nt~/r~source/stdO I 079527. 
ruit':_R-003. Ontario Power Authority. FIT Program Rules, v. 1.2 (Nov. I 9. 2009). s. 13.4(a)(i). Available 
at: bttp~'/llt.Jiow~I'Jl\l!bQr_i_ty.on.ca'Storagc!l 0912 FIT Rules Vcr~ion 1.2 No\cn]bcr 19, 2009.pdf 
("Ontario Power Authority. FIT Program Rules, v. 1.2"). 

18 R-065. Renewahle F.ner1~Y Appmmls Rt>~ulation. 0. Reg 359/09. 
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helieved that a project being exempt from this process \H)Uid aptly demonstrate shovel-

readiness because it vvould mean that a project had already made satisfactory progress 

under the Environmental Assessment prm:ess, and therefore did not have to undergo the 

REA environmental assessment pnx:ess \\hich, even if streamlined. \\ould still be 

lengthy. 

22. The REA Regulation was tormally made under the EPA on September 8. 2009. 

Under the regulation. a project \\as REA-exempt if it was not subject to the REA regime, 

or if the transitional provisions of the REA regulation did not require the facility to have 

an REA. Under the REA regulation. a Class I wind facility. meaning a facility with a 

capacity of less than 3 kW, was exempt from a~sessment. 1 '~ Any wind project with a 

larger capacity. \\hich was almost all of them. required an REA before development 

began. unless the transition provisions applied. The transitional provisions of the REA 

Regulation essentially covered projects that already had all of their required permits and 

approvals under the Environmental Assessment process on the date that the REA 

R I • · c 'II egu at1on carne mto 10rce.-

2. Control of a Major Equipment Component 

23. The second criterion \\as the control of major equipment components. 21 This was 

a standard criterion in our procurement processes used to assess the level of project 

development. When a project already controlled the major equipment components that it 

required at the time of application. it minimized supply-side risks that might delay its 

'J !hid. s. S(b ). 

'O !hid. s. 9 

21 R-003. Ontario PO\\er Authority, FIT Program Rules, v. 1.2. s. 13.-l(a)(ii). 
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development. Accordingly. in the FIT Rules we provided that the Applicant must own. 

or have a tixed or guaranteed maximum price contract for a major equipment component. 

22 for a \\ind facility. a major equipment component included the towers. turbines or 

nacelles. 

24. lhe ditkrence in the FIT Program \Vith respect to this criteria vis-a-vis our other 

procurement process was the fiT Program's domestic content requirements. 2
l As I noted 

above. Minister Smitherman had been very vocal on the domestic content requirements 

being a key part of Ontario's policy in order to create jobs in a green energy economy. 

As such. we were conscious of the need to incorporate these criteria into our requirements 

for projects to be ranked ncar the top for purposes of contracting priority. My group 

therefore developed language consistent with this policy objective. and incorporated it 

into the major equipment component control requirement. Thus. tor this criterion, if a 

t~1eility was a wind or solar project. any components used to bid tor this criterion had to 

meet. or be able to meet \vhen they were manufactured. the domestic content 

requirements set out in the FIT Rules.2~ 

3. Prior Experience 

25. lhe third criterion was the prior experience m constructing a similar facility.:: 5 

This \vas also a criterion that we had used in other procurement processes. It was seen as 

'
2 R-082, London Economic~ Report, Feed-in-Tariff Launch Period Criteria Evaluation- Independent 

Process Review (\1ar. 3 I, 20I 0), p. 7 ("London Economics Report"). 

"R-159, Ontario Pov.er Authority \\ebsite excerpt, "Domestic Content". Available at: 
http>· tit.pO\\ erauthl'rit v .on .c:L'program-n:sources faqs..-domestic-content. 

:
4 R-064, Pn:sentation. "Propost:d Ft:ed-in TariiTProgram · Revisions to Draft FIT Rules". Ontario Power 

Authority (Jul. 21. 2009), pp. 8-9. Available at: 
llliP~'.J}J.pQ~\~rauthority.on.cii; ~IQ[age'] O}JJ_HI Julv 21 Presentation.pdf. 

~' R-003, FIT Program Rules, v. 1.2, s. D.4(a)(iii). 
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a good indicator of shovel-readiness not because it speci lically related to the kvel of 

work done. but rather because it related to the ability of the project"s proponents to 

manage the risks and challenges attendant upon the successful planning. permitting and 

construction ofthe facility. One of the issues we had to address \>vas who had to have the 

relevant experience. We decided that \Ve would approach this in two ways. First. if any 

of the applicant, an entity the applicant controlled, or an entity that controlled the 

applicant (together. the "Applicant Control Group"")26 had relevant prior experience taken 

as a whole. this \\ould be sullicient. This applied at the Applicant entity level. So for 

example, if Company A v\as the I 00~'0 owner of a Company B. and Company R applied 

for a FIT contract. if Company A had. as an entity. relevant prior experience. Company B 

could propose that it met this criterion. The second way that this criterion could be 

satistied was if any three full time employees of any entity in the Applicant Control 

Group had relevant prior experience. This recognized the fact that many of the applicants 

and companies involved v.ere new to renewable energy or were special purpose vehicles 

being set up specitically for the purposes of applying for a FIT contract in Ontario. We 

did not want to exclude entities from meeting this criterion merely because they brought 

in appropriate expertise rather than having had the experience directly. What \\e did 

exclude was experience of part-time employees or outside consultants. We believed that 

such people did not have a sufficient role in the projects to justify a determination that 

their experience would satisfy the criterion. 

26. The next issue was what we would consider relevant similar experience. We 

~o R-081, On.tario Power Authority. Comparison of FIT Rules Yersionl.2 to 1.3.0. \'larch 9.::010. p. 29. 
Available at: 
http:i;fit.powcrauthoritv .on.c<~ Storage: II I 00 Comparison FIT Rules Version I .2 to I .J.JKif. 
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decided that \\C would accept experience from any\vhere in the \vorld. Of course. the 

environment in Ontario is different than many places in the \vorld. and the winters and 

\\Cather bring unique challenges, but \\e were a\vare that \\e were developing the first 

comprehensive FIT Program in North America, and thus a geographic limitation was not 

feasible. For this reason, \Ve defined similar facility in the FIT Rules as one using the 

same renewable energy source with a capacity of at least 25% of the proposed contract 

capacity of the FIT application. 

4. Financial Capacity 

27. The fourth criterion was proven financial capacity of the Applicant Control 

Group. 27 Again, this was a criterion taken from other procurement processes. In essence, 

\\C \\ere aware that one of the most significant risks in developing capital intensive 

projects like energy generation facilities, was funding failures during the development 

phase. Thus. this criterion was related to shovel-readiness because having guaranteed 

funding at the application stage minimized this risk. 

28. This criterion required that a person or group of persons be a Designated l:quity 

Provider. meaning that it or they accounted for more than 15% of the economic interest 

of the Applicant. It then required that the Designated Equity Provider have a Tangible 

Net \Vorth ('"TNW"') of at least $500/kW of proposed Contract Capacity at the end ofthe 

most recent fiscal year. For example, if a project was a 100 MW wind facility, the 

Designated Equity Provider was required to have had a TNW of$50 million at the end of 

the most recent liscal year. 

27 
R-003. Ontario Po\\er Authority, FIT Program Rules. v. 1.2. s. 13.4(a)(iv). 
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29. This was a sizeable requirement, and thus. \Ve needed a way to ensure proof of 

any claims made in this regard. Unless the Designated Equity Provider was an individual 

(i.e. a natural person). we required an audited balam:e sheet done in accordance with 

(iAAP or !FRS tor the most recent fiscal year. The applicant also had to provide a 

summary of the TN W calculation. 

Ill. COMMUNICATIONS WITH FIT APPLICANTS 

30. Over the five years that I worked at the OPA. I likely communicated with between 

t\vo to three hundred FIT proponents alter program launch. In tact, it was part of my role 

as Manager of the FIT Program to provide customer service to applicants interested in the 

FIT Program. This consisted of communications with stakeholdas to explain the FIT 

Program and its requirements. I also assisted FIT proponents with application related 

questions betore applications were submitted. Explanations on how to till the torms. 

understanding the process. and ensuring that applications in general were properly 

completed, were all tasks that were part of my job. 

31. To facilitate these communications, \Ve organized a number of stakeholder 

outreach initiatives,c8 such as telephone conferences or webinars. in which I or other OPA 

staff members would set out the program and the ditlerent administrative steps to pursue 

an application for a FIT contract. 

32. Five full day stakeholder sessions were held from September to November 2009.2
Y 

These sessions were designed to help potential proponents with their FIT applications. 

'' R-169. Ontario Po\\er Authority website excerpt. "Past Events 2009''. Available at: 
http://fit.po\~crauthority .on.caipubl ic-consultation 'past-e\ enb/pa~t-events-2009. Speci fie ally. the sessions 
were held on September 28 and 29; October I! and 21; and November 20, 2009. 
29 !hid. 
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They also all<med the OPA to ans\ver a number of new questions which had arisen after 

the issuance of the direction on September 24, 2009. Of these five sessions. three were 

general questi0n and ans\\Cr sessions. one was for the First Nations and Metis 

Communities. and one \>;as on Transmission and Distribution Technical Information. 10 

3.3. An online training modu]e \Vas also available to guide participants through the 

steps and requirements of the FIT Program. This material \Vas designed for all types of 

potential applicants. for the residential, commercial and agricultural sectors. Training 

sessions for potential applicants were also held throughout the province and our team was 

involved in many presentations inside and outside of Ontario promoting the FIT Program. 

34. Often participants to these events would then continue communication with our 

team with follow-up questions. As many of these participants were FIT applicants, and 

consultants hired by the applicants. they often sought to obtain information that would 

help with their applications. 

35. Our objective in responding \vas to explain the FIT Program. encourage 

proponents to apply and assist them in the completion of their application should they 

decide to go tonvard. Careful consideration was given to avoid giving privileged or 

confidential information. My team and I were acutely aware of the fact that we had to 

ensure that everyone was given access to the same information. Thus, while we provided 

individual assistance to applicants, we always made sure to only communicate publicly 

available information. This meant that we would share general information on the 

program objectives. as well as explain the intricacies of FIT application requirements for 

)U /hid. 
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providing connection point details and site access rights. Although the information \\e 

provided could be as specific as to a particular connection point. it \\as ahvays 

information that \\as accessible to all. As an example, \\e could tell an applicant if 

connection was available at a certain connt:ction point ba~ed on the public information 

(general public information). but we could not tell the applicant if connecting to that 

particular connection point \\Ould grant it an advantage in the ranking the projects and 

subsequent award of contracts. We treated all applicants in the same way without 

exception. 

IV. Communications with NextEra 

36. I am a\vare that the Claimant alleges othem ise, and in particular, it seems to be 

alleging that I gave confidential non-public information to NextEra Energy LLC 

( .. NextEra .. ) that benefited them by giving them advance notice of upcoming changes to 

the FIT Program Rules. This is absolutely false. I never provided any company non

public information regarding the FIT Program or any other procurement program of the 

OPA. 

37. The Claimant's specific allegations regarding my relationship \Vith J\extEra were 

brought to my attention when I was asked by the Government of Canada to provide a 

witness statement. I did not have a special and privileged relationship with NextEra. My 

relationship with NextEra was not different than any other I had with other proponents I 

communicated with. In fact. I do not specifically recall having meetings with NextEra. 

There was nothing about my relationship with them that stands out from my relationship 

with many other proponents. 
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3S. In revie\\ ing the communications \\ith Nicole Geneau of NextEra that are referred 

to by the Claimant. it is apparent that they took place in the context of an administrative 

request for FIT application assignment. ' 1 I pause here to offer some background on FIT 

application assignments. 

39. Given the OPA ·s experience in other procurement processes. we expected that it 

\vould be relatively common for one entity to apply for a number of contracts. and then 

\vant to assign those applications or contracts out to aftiliatcd special purpose vehicles at 

some later time. As such, we drafted the FIT Rules to allow for such a situation.32 In 

particular. the I-IT Rules provided that an application could be assigned twelve months 

after the original application had been made. 33 

40. By the spring of 2011. we had received a number of applications \\hich \vere 

eligible tor assignment. In addition. all of the launch period applications which had not 

received contracts were eligible tor assignment as they had been made more than 12 

months prior. As such. we were dealing with assignment requests on a regular basis at 

that point. 

41. An assignment request was communication intensive. A team member or I would 

explain the process. and as there were several steps to complete. it was standard practice 

·'
1 C-0299 E-mail from Patricia Lightbum, Ontario Power Authority to Jim MacDougall, Ontario Power 

Authority (\lay 31, 20 II); C-0068, E-mail from Jim MacDougall, Ontario Power Authority to Nicole 
Geneau, Nc.xtFra (May 31, 2011 ); C-0212, E-mail from Nicole Geneau, Next Era to Jim \1ac0ougal1, 
Ontario Pov.cr Authority (May 26, 2011 ); and C-0220, E-mail from Jim !'viae Dougall, Ontario Power 
Authority to Nicole Geneau, NextEra (May 31. 2011 ). 

': (' -025!1, Ontario Power Authority, FIT Program Rules. v. 1.1. s.l5.5. 

"R-165, Ontario Power Authority website excerpt, ''Pre-COD Assignment to Affiliate". :\\ailable at: 
h.t!Jl:H'f}! .{!Q\vcrauJhori t Y~SJn.ca cont.ml::t -nljlnagcm~nt/ ot hc[-~;on!ract -issues/ contract-a~s i gnmcnt•prc-COD
a~~i gnment-to-atli I ia\_1:" 
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to be in regular contact '>\ ith the applicant unti I the process \\as completed. 

42. There \\as no cut-otT of communications set tor assignments requests of FIT 

applicants when the Minister's June 3rd 3 ~ direction on the Bruce to Milton transmission 

line '>\as announced. The application assignment process was entirely distinct from the 

Bruce to Milton's transmission capacity procurement process. Consequently. \\hen the 

Minister's June 3rd Direction was issued, and the OPA announced that it would not have 

individual communications '>Vith FIT applicants. this did not affect Pur team in charge of 

application assignments. 35 

43. With this context. I novv turn back to my communications with Ms. Geneau in late 

May and early June 2011. On May 31.2011. Ms. Geneau wrote to me '>Vith the follmving 

question: 

 
       

 
 
 
 
 
 

   
 

44. At that time. it was common knowledge in the industry that the Bruce to Milton 

'
4 C-0119. Letter (Direction) from Brad Duguid, Minister of Energy to Colin Andersen. CEO, Ontario 

Power Authority (Sep. 17. 20 I 0). Available at: 
b.!tlr /iw\\W,pQ\verautl}o_rlty .on. c<t sites1 defau It/ fi I ei'Q~illliL~11:L Qir_ec!i ~~e_IL~ (.' S it;l1}f?DL ~!2LLZ 

....illllilf 
"C-0298. E-mail from Tracy Garner. Ontario Power Authority to Bob Chow. Ontario Power Authority, 
(Jun. 6. 2011); R-115. Email from Sha\\n Cronkwright, Ontario Power Authorit) to Bob Chow, Ontario 
Power Authority et. al (Jun. 6, 2011 ). 

'" C-0068, E-mail from Jim \lac Dougall, Ontario Power Authority to 1\icole Geneau. NcxtEra (\lay 31, 
2011). 
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transmission line had recently passed one of its final outstanding regulatory hurdles. The 

final appeal of its development had just been resolved in favour of the line's construction 

on May 10. 2011. less than two weeks before Ms. Geneau's email:q It was also public 

knmvledge that the OPA was considering options on how to allocate capacity on that new 

line. and that the running of the ECT. \\>hich the public knew was being considered. 

would involve a windovv in which connection point changes could be made. This concept 

of offering a connection point change window in advance of running the ECT forms part 

of the FIT Rules:'~ We had been saying this to proponents throughout the FIT Program 

and it \\as \\ell documented in prior OPA presentations in regard to the step by step 

mechanics ofthe FIT Program and ECT administration. 39 

45. As such, Ms. Geneau's statement that NextEra .. knev,··· that the windo\v was 

opening is not surprising. What she would not have known is when. It was not unusual 

for proponents to try and ·'fish'' tor information from the OPA, which was the reason that 

we were very careful in how I responded to this request. 

46. The OPA had decided that. as a matter of policy. we would not allow tor 

assignments of applications to be made once the window was open.40 While it was 

therefore relevant to inform Ms. Geneau of this policy (which we would have done for 

anyone), it was equally important not to give away non-public details about the \\Ork 

37 
R- 105, 'vlinistry of Natural Resources, Notice of [)ecision made under the provision of the Niagara 

Escarpment !'Ianning and Development Act, R.S.O. 1990 (May I 0, 2011 ). Available at: 
http_;·;l'\\'\V.bJ"_droone.com:Projects/Bruceto'v1ilton/Oocuments/09130d 1.pdf. 

38 R-003. Ontario Power Authority, FIT Program Rules, v. 1.2. s. 5(3 )(d). 

"' R WS Cho\v ~~~ 28-31. 

"" C-0299, E-mail from Patricia Lightburn, Ontario Power Authority to Jim MacDougall, Ontario Power 
Authority (May 31. 2011 ). 
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going on regarding allocating the Bruce to Milton transmission capacity (vvork that I was 

not substantially involved in personally). 

4 7. As you see trom my response. we told \1s. Geneau that it was better ··to request 

assignment asap. in advance of !!!lY change \'v indow."'4 1 I discussed my response with 

colleagues before sending it. and our choice of the vvord .. any .. to describe the change 

window was quite deliberate. By using it vve \\ere making a general statement and \\ere 

acknowledging nothing more than \\hat the industry already knew - that a change 

"indow vvould be a part of the process of allocating the capacity on the Bruce to Milton 

line. I certainly did not give her any specitics on v>vhen that change window might be 

occurring nor did I give her any information that was not publicly kno\vn. 

48. I continued to exchange emails with Ms. Geneau about the pnor request of 

assignment of these applications after the Bruce to Milton Direction was issued on June 

3rd, 20 II. In tact, on June 6. 20 II. Ms. Geneau emailed me with the confirming 

information regarding the assignments made by NextEra.42 I understood that the objective 

of her email was to bring to my attention the tact that they had completed the assignment 

before the change window opened. 

49. I am aware that the Claimant in this arbitration seems to suggest that it was \\<Tong 

for the OPA to communicate specifically with NextEra during this period because we had 

decided that \\e would not be individually communicating with applicants regarding 

potential changes in connection points. They are misunderstanding what I and my team 

41 C-0068, E-mail from Jim MacDougall. Ontario Power Authority to Nicole Geneau. NextEra Energy 
(May 31, :!0'11 ). 
42 C-0302, Email from 1\:icole Geneau. ~ext Era to Jim :\1acDougall. Ontario 1\mt:r Authorit) (Jun. 6. 
:!011). 
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were doing. We were not communicating with NextEra about connection point changes 

- in fact. I had no knowledge about what would be decided in that regard. The lead 

group within the OPA in charge of determining the mechanics of the connection point 

change v.indow and the allocation of the Bruce to Milton capacity was our Power System 

Planning team. We were only communicating about an administrative matter of the 

assignment of an application or applications. This was entirely appropriate. and we 

would have done the same for any proponent. 

Dated: 

Jim MacDougall 
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